
NAVY CHILDREN SCHOOL,  GOA 

           PHYSICAL EDUCATION SYLLABUS , ACADEMIC YEAR - 2022-23 

CLASS  :  V 

MONTH TOPIC ACTIVITY  LEARNING OUTCOME  

APRIL -MAY 

Plyomatric skills 
Zig - zag Running, side Jump, 
Backward run 

Improves speed and comprehend the 
directions at high and slow pace. 

 Football Related skills Throwing, Catching 
Improves upper body strength and body 
coordination. 

Dribbling  Dribbling the ball with in foot. 
Improves in coordination between leg and 
ball movement. 

Inter house Football 
competition  

Team event 
Improves team coordination,  agility, speed 
and judgment  

Mass drills 
Spot jumping with one leg, both 
legs, spot jogging - fast, slow, 
stretch up, bend down. 

Improves flexible body movements. 

Fun Game Dog and the bone 
Improves the breathing and lung capacity to 
blow. 

March past Savdhan, Vishram Improves discipline and body coordination. 

        

JUNE - JULY 

Pranayama Breathing exercises,  Meditation  
Improves self-awareness, builds emotional 
stability and calms the mind. 

Activities for Physical fitness Jump on toes by sitting Improves leg strength 

  Front Roll 
Improves flexibility and strengthen the core 
muscles. 

Obstacle Games 
Slalom Duck walk, Back Run, 
Scorpio walk 

Improves leg strength 

  Frog Jump by using Ladder Improves leg strength and coordination. 



Carrom skills 
Thumb - cut, Scissor - cut, Re-
Bound shot, Back shot  and 
hand Movements 

Improves strengthen the muscles of hands 
and fingers. 

  Judgment skills To understand the angles to hit coins. 

Rhythmic Activities  
Dumbells exercises On Different 
Sounds 

To Understand the coordination with sound 
and do the movement. 

March past All turns and Kadamtaal 
Improves in body coordination and 
movement  

        

AUGUST 

Activities for  fitness skills Skipping Improves leg strength and coordination. 

  Plank Balancing 
Improves in body coordination and 
movement  

  
Shuttle  Race, High knees by 
using cones 

Improves running speed. 

Drills with props wooden Dumbells  
Improves in building body balance between 
hand, leg and eye coordination  

  Different moves of pieces To understand  movements  of each pieces 

  The act of moving the pieces To Improve chess skills 

  About time Improves time management in chess game 

      

Other Additional  skills 
Brain exercises, we can make a 
story to explain  

To Improve brain power. 

  
each and every character in this 
game. 

  

Fun Game Collect Marvels with toes 
learn to hold the objects with toes which 
helps in balancing the body. 

Aerobic exercise Different moves on music 
Improves in body coordination and 
movement  

March past Kadamtaal on Drum beet 
Improves in body coordination and 
movement  



        

SEPTEMBER  

Athletic Jumping event Kangaroo Jump Improves in leg strength  

  Bunny Jump Improves in leg strength  and coordination  

  Front roll by using Judo mat Improves in speed and muscle flexibility  

  standing broad Jump Improves  body component power 

  sprints 
Improves in running speed and strengthen 
leg muscles. 

  Running  Long Jump 
To improve Jumping skills and strengthen 
leg muscles and speed  

Cone Exercises  Exercises with cones To know to use objects for different purpose  

Inter house Sack Relay Race sack run activity 
Improves in jumping skills, speed and body 
coordination  

Obstacle Games  
Semi - circle jump, Side jumps- 
left - Right, Push -ups walk 

Learn the zig-zag movement with hurdles. 

      

Circuit Training 
Activity to do multiple task - 
Running, Skipping, Frog Jump,  

Learn to complete the given task and 
develop body components. 

  
dribbling, Push-ups, One leg 
hop, Hoollahoops etc... 

  

March past Marching in slow motion 
To understand  to coordination between 
hands and legs 

        

OCTOBER 

Skills for Throwing  
Sit and ball throw with both the 
hands 

Improves in strengthening upper body 
muscles. 

 throwball event 
Sit and ball throw with single 
hand 

Improves in strengthening upper body 
muscles. 

  
Push-ups for boys and Modified  
push-ups for Girls 

Improves in strengthening upper body 
muscles. 

  Deep Breathing Improves in breathing and  lungs capacity 



Mass drills 
Standing and sitting  free hand  
exercises  

To Improve Co-ordination and running 
speed skills 

Skipping Different steps of skipping Strengthens leg muscle 

Jumping ability - Martin Tuma 
Different types jumps and 
Footworks by using different  
objects 

Improves overall coordination among body 
movements.  

Inter house Handball 
tournaments  

learn all the skills of Handball 
event 

Improves in  hand strength, footwork,  
Agility, judgment and speed 

March past Marching on Drum beet 
Understand to walk on musical beets and 
coordination among body. 

        

NOVEMBER  

 Basketball Skills High and Low dribbling  
Improves in handling the ball and arm 
strength 

  Catch and throw the ball Improves in eye hands coordination  

  Hold and Pass the ball 
Improves in coordination between two 
players and 

Basic Rules Push-ups by supporting the wall Improves in back and arm muscles 

  Pull-ups the baar 
Improves in strengthening muscles  and 
power 

  Basic rules 
Learning Basic knowledge of the games, 
player positions, 

  Dribbling and controlling  
Improvement in Agility and running speed 
with the ball 

  Monkey in the middle 
Improvement in coordination and Reaction 
time 

Passes  
Chest pass, low pass, high pass, 
side passes, Surprise  pass, 

Improvement in different types of passing 
skills. 

  Bouncing pass etc..   

   Lay - up and Shooting 
Techniques to correct aim, eye hand 
coordination  



Mass drills Free hand exercises  on Rythm 
Improves  co-ordination with Rhythm and 
Motor skills 

Inter house Basketball 
tournaments  

learn all the Basketball  Rules  
carefully 

To Improvement in all the manipulative skills 

March past Flat - foot and Edi March To learn different  types of Marching. 

        

DECEMBER 

Throw ball event 
Push-ups, pull-ups, throwing, 
catching, changing the place, 
running, jumping 

To learn all the skills and rules of Throwball 
event, 

Mass Drills 
Hands and legs Movements  on 
music 

learn exercises with fun 

Rhythmic drills Exercises with Lezium 
To learn to do the exercises with rhythmic 
music. 

Basic knowledge  of throwing 
dvent 

Shot put To Improve in hands muscular strength  

  Gripping the put To improve hand strength, balance the put. 

  Rolling the put on the ground Improves to handle  weight equipment’s  

  Holding on neck learn to balance the put and Judgment skills 

  Throw 
To improve shoulder strength and releasing 
skill. 

Skipping Relay race Team event - Shuttle relat To Improve  team coordination  

Hurdles Jumping on a Barriers 
To Improve  in jumping skills and building 
leg strength 

  
Jump on four sides with both the 
legs 

To understand  all directions by doing jumps 

  Mountain climbers moving pose 
To Improve stretching exercises in legs and 
strength 

        

JANUARY   Skills for Kho-Kho Zig-zag Running Improves body flexibility  



  Sit-ups Improves abdomen strength 

  Sprints Improvement in speed 

  Shuttle Running Improves running speed and leg strength  

  Jumping by running Improves body flexibility and leg strength 

  
Bend down and touch the 
ground by running 

Improves body flexibility and leg strength 

Basic skills for Kho-Kho  
Chain Kho, Sitting positions, 
Running, Catching 

To Improve leg strength , flexibility and team 
coordination  

  Diving during catching To learn Diving skill and judgment. 

  Sitting and standing  alternately 
To Improve quick movement in body and 
being alert. 

Obstacle activity Jumping on two feet   

  jumping on one foot,    

  Slolom Crab walk   

Mass Drill 
Standing and sitting free hand 
exercises  

Improves in growth and physical fitness  

March Past 
Proper Marching on a drum 
beets 

To Improve discipline, team coordination 
and unity. 

        

FEBRUARY 

Different types of Animal 
shape 

Kangaroo walk Improvement in hand and leg coordination  

and action Monkey Walk 
Improvement in hand and leg coordination , 
Balloping skills 

  Walk like a hungry crab Improvement in hand and leg strength  

  Duck walk Improve leg strength  

  Bunny Jump Improve leg strength  

  Cat and cow pose Improvement in flexibility  

  Penguins walk Improvement in Galloping skill 

  Flemingo Balance Improvement in maintaining the balance  



Inter House Kabaddi 
Tournament  

Learn all the Kabaddi Rules and 
skills 

  

  
Saying kabaddi nonstop, 
Attackers rules, diving 

Improves breathing capacity of lungs. 

  
Go to others field and make out 
and come back 

To Improve body strength and eye 
coordination. 

  without coughing   

  Defenders skills ......   

  
Be in a break up chain, anckle 
hold, hands or 

Improvement in coordination with team, 
agility, Strength  

  
arms hold, waist hold and hold 
the Attackers  

  

  till his or her breath breaks   

Mass drills 
some vocal exercises with 
actions 

Fun with physical fitness activity 

Fun Game Both Feet Kick the ball To learn to kick with both feet. 

March past March Past on Drum beets To understand the unity 

        

MARCH 

Badminton event 

Learn all the rules and skills of 
Badminton event 

Improves in building upper body strength. 

Different types of grips, Services  
and reverse 

  

Dodgeball skills Team event To builds team spirits among groups 

PHYSICAL FITNESS 
ASSESSMENTS 

    

 


